
M A R I L Y N  G O O D M A N

Digital Media



The Evolution of Social Media

 The world of social media has evolved at a 
remarkable pace. 

 Social has transformed consumer expectations and 
corporate structures. 

 Social content has leapt into the broader digital 
landscape— and even out into the real world. 

Companies and brands can connect with audiences 

in more meaningful ways than ever.





In the Past

 Marketing and Media – monologue

 Consumer talked at, not with

 Past – social involved exchanging a few words and 
then moving on

 Awkward cocktail party

 Today – social is an ongoing conversation

 Customers want brands to be:

 Transparent

 Accountable

 Respectful of their time



Evolution of Social Media

 Social is always on and 
always now.

 Social used to be about 
pushing out content, which 
your audience saw when 
they logged in periodically. 

 Now, social interaction is 
minute by minute. 

 Brands have to find ways to 
be a part of the consumer’s 
nonstop social life. 



Chips Ahoy



80/20 rule with Tweets



Social Activity

 These days, many 
organizations think of social 
activity in terms of three 
categories: 

1. Dial tone engagement

2. Planned engagement around pop 

culture/current events

3. Opportunistic engagement



Job of a Social Marketer

 Social teams are expected 
to deliver more real-life 
contest, faster
 Track trends to the second 

and then provide content 
that adds to the conversation

 Content – inform and 
entertain

 Real time, in the moment 
content performs better 
than planned, non-real 
time content



Customers expect brands to be on social media

 “If you’re not on social, you could be left behind.”

 Often customers first interaction with a brand

 Brands need a social media strategy to ensure their 
message reach their target audience

 Keep their brand relevant and top of mind.

 Great content is KEY!

 Audience must like

 Comment on

 Share your posts



Top 6 Social Networks

Brands will find ways to capture and maximize the most valuable asset they 

have – the customer voice.



Social Media Objectives

1. Building brand awareness

2. Driving engagement and 

participation

3. Generating social 

conversations and sales 

leads

4. Delivering superior 

customer service



1.  Building Brand Awareness

#1 goal for most social media marketers

 Keep social profiles complete and up to date

 Identify usage patterns of your target
 Focus on those channels they use most (facebook, twitter, etc.)

 Include images and links in your posts

 Respond to anyone who takes the time to comment or 
engage with you

 Ask for feedback
 Post open-ended questions on blog articles, website, posts

 Share user-generated content & third party content
 Highlight your community and encourage them to be part of your 

brand story



REI



REI BLOG



REI Facebook





Good Content Ideas for Awareness

 Proprietary white papers, best practice guides, and 
pertinent articles

 Third party materials you target will find valuable

 Tips or creative ideas on how to use different products

 Outside studies on industry trends and user perceptions

 Videos with key researchers, product designers, other 
subject matter experts

 Infographics and charts

 Consumer success stories



REI Expert Advice



Creative ideas for product use



REI Infographics



Amplify customer feedback and success stories



2.  Driving Engagement & Participation

Today’s social users want to build meaningful relationships

 Incorporate social sharing options on all corporate webpages
 Always ask for feedback, comments and especially success 

stories
 Amplify great stories across relevant media

 Include hashtags so your target can follow the conversation 
and participate

 Create interactive social experiences
 Polls, votes, photo contests to encourage participation

 Offer incentives for participation (getaways, discounts)
 Give your audience a chance to give input on products, 

service, changes, cause related products, other company 
decisions







Crocs



Polls





#luckytobe – LUCKY CHARMS

 Lucky Charms is celebrating Gay Pride Month for the 
second straight year, and indeed, a celebration it is. 

 They’ve dubbed it the #LuckyToBe campaign, the 
same as in 2014 —

 Lucky Charms is owned by General Mills, the same company 
that produces Cocoa Puffs, Cheerios, and Wheaties, among 
many others.

 When companies start embracing a civil rights campaign as a 
means to try to sell cereal, you know that campaign has gone 
mainstream, and it’s winning. 



Lucky Charms, General Mills Cereal, Celebrates 
LGBT Pride With #LuckyToBe Campaign

Lucky To Be Nic and Kelly (1).mp4
Lucky To Be Nic and Kelly (1).mp4


#luckytobe



Pintrest



Last word: driving engagement 

 Integrate timely social 
content into media and 
marketing campaigns

 Pull positive social mentions 
of your brand and weave 
them into your website or 
other digital touch-points.

 Look for creative ways to 
collect and visualize content

Facebook is testing a way to search your 
camera roll to find photos of your friends



3.  Generating Social Conversions & Sales Leads

Fish where the fish are…
 Drive your audience to your conversion points in 

multiple places across your social channels.
 Always capture additional information about people

 Include calls to action on all shared content
 Links to more content, request share content socially, etc.

 Don’t forget Linkedin
 Less clutter

 Incorporate social sharing functionality on all landing 
pages

 Include an email subscription form on your blog
 Offer incentives (discounts, unique content, etc.) for 

providing contact information or sharing your brand



Burberry

 Burberry wanted to immerse millennials in the rich heritage 
of their 157-year-old brand by using technology to reach them 
on an emotional level. 

 Challenge was to bring the romance of Burberry into the 
digital space in order to spark a connection with a new 
generation.

 The idea is really simple:  You send one of your personal 
kisses to anyone, anywhere in the world, and you follow the 
journey of your kiss.

 By knowing the user's location, we could utilize Street View 
and Google Places to illustrate each letter's unique journey. 
Google Earth and Sketchup allowed us to stylize and stitch 
together beautiful imagery from the sender's and recipient's 
respective cities.



Burberry Kisses

Christopher Bailey Introduces Burberry Kisses.mp4
Christopher Bailey Introduces Burberry Kisses.mp4


About the campaign



Burberry online Video



Pintrest



Poptarts

 Scan FB, LinkedIn, and 
Twitter for mentions of 
your brand

 Share information when 
appropriate

 Monitor instagram, 
Pinterest, Vine, and 
YouTube for media 
tagged with your 
products or service.

 Respond with an offer 





4.  Delivering superior customer service

 Establish Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for response 
times, total number of customer service
 Number of customer service items your brand will respond to

 Decide whether to create separate customer care profiles 
on certain social channels or deliver care from one 
primary brand account

 Introduce your team and their areas of expertise
 Customers can see and know how you’re available to address 

questions, comments, concerns

 Preempt any questions or concerns by sharing public 
announcements about known problems, service 
interruptions, or upcoming enhancements









 Launching a new 
product of service

 Promoting events and 
sponsorships

 Capitalizing on real-
time trends and topics

Specific Opportunities to Engage



Ben and Jerry’s Annual Event

 Share what makes your 
event special and valuable 
for your attendees

 Issue reminders and 
updates

 Share content from the 
event with non-attendees

 Offer incentives for 
registration or exclusive 
benefits for 
fans/friends/followers





Interactive map

 Free Cone Day 2014: Where To Get Free Ben & 
Jerry's Ice Cream On April 8 (INTERACTIVE MAP)



Real-Time Engagement


